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Ivy is reading a play script about making good use of time. Read the play script and 

answer the questions. 

 

Use your Time Wisely 

 

Scene 1 

Narrator: Billy always gets up late at the weekend. He does not know what to do, so he talks 

to his best friend Ken. 

(Billy and Ken enter.) 

Billy:  I always want to do a lot of things in the morning, such as going jogging, 

swimming, reading a book or having a nice breakfast in a cafe, but I don’t want to 

do anything after I get up at the weekend. 

Ken: Do you usually set your alarm clock before you go to bed? 

Billy: Yes, I do! But I always turn it off and go back to sleep again. 

Ken: I think you should set two alarm clocks and they should be out of your arms’ 

reach. You should also go to bed earlier. 

Billy: I can set two alarm clocks, but it’s difficult to go to bed earlier.  

I usually spend some time on the Internet at night. 

Ken: I learnt from an article about that. It’s not good to use computers or mobile phones 

before you go to bed. You may not sleep well. 

Billy: I see.  

Ken: You need to have a good sleeping habit. Stop playing on your mobile phone 30 

minutes before bed and go to bed before 11 p.m. 

Billy: I’ll try to do it. Thanks, Ken! 

(Billy and Ken leave.) 

Narrator: Three weeks later, Billy has a good sleeping habit. He gets up at 9 a.m. at the 

weekend. He goes to bed before 11 p.m. every night. 

(Johnny and Billy enter.) 
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Johnny: Billy, why do you get up so early at the weekend? 

Billy: I want to do more activities at the weekend. I can go swimming after breakfast and 

go to the library in the afternoon. 

Johnny: Do you still go online at night? 

Billy: Yes, I do. But I stop using my computer and mobile phone after  

I have a bath at 10 p.m. Sometimes, I read a book before I sleep.  

I sleep much better now.  

Johnny: That’s great! I think I should learn from you too.  

Billy: Ken taught me how to do it. Maybe we can go and talk to him at recess tomorrow! 

 

 

 

 

Blacken  the circle next to the best answer.  

1 How did Billy feel about getting up late at the weekend three weeks ago? 

 A He did not know what to do. 

 B He felt bored. 

 C He felt happy. 

 D He felt tired. 

2 Read line 12. What does ‘reach’ mean? 

reach  noun 

1 the distance that you can stretch your arm 

 His mobile phone is within his reach. 

reach  verb 

2 to stretch out your arm to try and touch or get something 

 She reached up and got the wooden box on the shelf. 

3 to arrive at a place 

 Andy reached the station at 12 p.m. 

4 to communicate with someone, especially by telephone 

 You can reach me at this number. 

 A 1   C 3 

 B 2   D 4 
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3 Which of the following is NOT what Ken tells Billy to do? 

 A go to bed earlier  

 B set two alarm clocks  

 C stop playing on the phone before bed 

 D wake up at 9 a.m. every weekend 

4 Who is Johnny? 

 A Billy’s schoolmate   C Ken’s schoolmate 

 B Billy’s uncle   D Ken’s uncle 

5 What does Billy sometimes do before bed now? 

 A read a book   C use his computer 

 B read articles online   D watch videos on his phone 

 

Answer the question. Answer in complete sentence. 

6 According to Ken, what may happen to people if they use computers or mobile phones before 

going to bed?  

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Are these sentences true or false? Circle the correct answers.  

7 Billy could not get up in the morning because his alarm clock was not 

loud enough. 

True / False 

8 Billy can do more activities at the weekend now. True / False 

9 Billy always goes swimming in the afternoon. True / False 
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Calvin is reading some photo descriptions about the changes of his classmates. 

Complete the descriptions with the correct form of the words.  

 

fat healthy heavy high low 
-er + than 

short smart strong tall thin weak 

 

When I was in P1, I was (1) ____________________ my 

best friend Ann. Now, I am (2) ____________________ 

her! I am also (3) ____________________ her because I 

eat a lot. My school bag is (4) ___________________ 

before because there are more books in it. 

Andrew Wong (Class 4A) 

 

I was (5) ____________________ my elder brother 

because I was always sick. I was also  

(6) ____________________ him. I wore size S and he 

wore size M. Now, I am (7) ____________________ 

before because I do a lot of exercise. I also become (8) 

_________________ than my elder brother. I can help 

Mum carry three bags, but he can only carry two.  

Michael Ho (Class 4B) 

  

Last year, I got only 60 marks in the English test. This 

year, I got 80! The result is (9) ____________________ 

last year, but it is still (10) ____________________ many 

of my classmates’ marks. I read more books and revise 

more. I hope I can become  

(11) ____________________ than before. 

Stanley Luk (Class 4C) 
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Andy and his mum want to buy something in a supermarket for the coming Christmas 

Party. Complete the following conversation with the correct words.  

 

 

chocolate cupcakes fish balls garlic bread 

nuts potato chips blackcurrant juice sausages 

 

Mum: Andy, what do you want to eat in the Christmas party? 

Andy: I want to eat some (1) ____________________ because they are crispy. 

Mum: I see … how about curry (2) ____________________? I know most children buy them 

from the tuck shop in the recess. 

Andy: I don’t like eating spicy food, but I know Jamie loves them very much! 

Mum: I’ll put less curry, so you can try some too! 

Andy: Shall we buy a tin of (3) ____________________? Jamie and I love eating them. 

Mum: OK, but both of you should not eat too much meat. 

Andy: I’ll just eat a few. I also want to buy a loaf of (4) ____________________,  

I know Aunt Jane loves eating it. 

Mum: I’ll make some for her. I am also going to make some desserts. What do you like? 

Andy: I like chocolate (5) ____________________. Can I have three pieces? 

Mum: Sure. Let’s buy two bars of (6) ____________________ and some flour.  

We need some drinks too! Let’s buy two cartons of ___________________________. 

Andy: Can I also buy a tin of (8) ____________________. I know Grandma and Dad like eating 

healthy snacks.  

Mum: No problem.  

Andy: Thanks, Mum! 

 


